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Raphael has more than 28 years of industrial experience and he is 
currently based in Bangkok.

He is responsible for legal and market research on producer 
responsibility legislation and its implementation.  Monitoring and 
producing regular analytical reports and studies on producer 
responsibility legislation and its implementation developments 
worldwide as regards WEEE, batteries and packaging.

Analytical focus on regulatory requirements (on producers, 
municipalities, compliance organizations incl. waste sector), financing, 
competition aspects, clearing models, interface between compliance 
organisations - municipalities - waste sector.



While historical 

objectives for 

introducing EPR 

remain valid

…

… China’s waste

import ban has 

increased pressure 

for many countries 

to do so.
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Recap: 

Key EPR stakeholders 



Long established EPR regimes based on a 
wide range of EPR models:

Japan

Three distinctly different 

models 
a) Large household appliances and TVs: 

Producers organize, end-users pay for take 

back (2001 HARL); b) Computers, monitors, 

certain rechargeable batteries: Producers 

accept back (2001 LPEUR); c) 28 types of 

small EEE: Municipalities/recyclers 

encouraged to recover, producers without 

take back obligation (2012 SHARL).

1995 Packaging Law
Based on local authorities’ collection forecasts 

and recycling capacity, METI annually defines 

mass of glass, plastic and paper packaging to 

be recycled (but not metal and board). 

Government controlled JCPRA collects 

corresponding fees from ~75k fillers and 

packaging manufacturers, oversees self 

compliers and pays the around 1700 local 

authorities.

Taiwan

EPR since 1998. 1997 

amendment to Waste 

Disposal Act allowed the 

EPA to run the recycling 

program.
Producers of ‘mandatory recyclables’ pay 

‘Recycling Fees’ into EPA’s Recycling Fund. 

EPA pays ‘Recycling Subsidies’ to accredited 

recyclers. Individual compliance is not 

foreseen.

South Korea

EPR since 1992. Since 2003, 

had to meet collection targets or 

pay fines.
Scope extended to 52 types of EEE from Jan-

20; Producers - mostly complying through 3 

non-competing PROs.

MoE is proposing a 'future waste resource 

collection center' to support the systematic 

waste management of PV panels, EV and 

other secondary batteries. Activities of the 

center may include collection, storage and 

recycling; performance evaluation and sale; 

Producers - mostly complying through 6 non-

competing PROs 

In Jan-21 legislation established the 

'Recycling Market Management Center' to 

ensure the stability of the recycling market 

(stabilize prices, ensure continued collection)



Most newer EPR regimes still face significant teething problems:

China

▪ Preparation of 3rd WEEE mgmt. policy 

Jun-09 to end 2011: ‘Old for New Appliances’ 
regulations, Gov. subsidizes buy back + treatment of 
82 m TVs, fridges, washing machines, computers and 
air cons

Since Jan-13: Gov. WEEE Fund: Recycling fee from 
producers finances only treatment at 100+ accredited 
recyclers; Serious underfunding 

Since 2016: New pol. approaches explored;
Late 2020: NDRC developing new legislation 

▪ EPR on lead acid and ELV batteries only

2018/9: Interim EPR legislation and pilots in place for 
centralized collection and cross-regional transfer lead 
acid batteries and ELV batteries 

▪ EPR on composite beverage packs only

Dec-20: EPR implementation for composite paper-
based beverage packaging; 

2020 Solid waste law: Local gov. obligated to separately 
collect recyclables and to prohibit certain SUPs 

India

▪ E-waste Rules gain traction after 6+ 
years but informal e-waste management 
remains dominant; unequal enforcement 
by SPCBs; 

Mar-21: 1050 registered producers, 51 approved PROs, 
400 approved dismantlers/recycler with annual capacity 
of 1 m tonnes

▪ Distributors and recyclers of lead acid 
must report only (2001 Battery Rules, as 
amended 2010). 

2020 Draft of new Battery Rules propose to cover all 
batteries, intrude take back

▪ Plastic Waste Management Rules: 
National Green Tribunal pressures 
CPCB to fine non-compliance with 
ambiguous rules. 

High fines proposed in Feb-21

Hong Kong

▪ 2016 WEEE Ordinance, 
8 regulated products only, 
recycling labels 

Oct-19: 250 registered  producers 
('suppliers'), 3,400 endorsed 
sellers' removal service plans, 15 
e-waste disposal licences 
(including WEEETRF).

▪ Focus on glass and plastic 
beverage containers only



Despite many proposals, EPR legislation remains absent 
or not enforceable:

Vietnam

EPR framework legislation in place since 2006. New Environmental 
Protection Law - adopted Dec-20 shortens or ommits more ambitous 
EPR provions proposed.

▪ 2013 regulation misses key elements (targets) also after 
amendments;
Implementation remains incomplete;

▪ Only plastic bags subject to EPR related tax measure 

Indonesia
Legal framework in place since 2008

▪ 2012 Regulation on Household Waste Management mandate take 

back of packaging that decomposes with difficulty but there are no 

reporting requirements or targets. Producers encouraged to 

cooperate with ‘waste banks’.

A 2019 Ministerial Regulation regarding (Packaging) Waste 

Reduction Roadmaps by Producers also holds companies 

responsible for packaging take back. However, there are no fines.

Excise tax on plastic bags (later other SUPs) planned since 2017

Philippines
Legal framework for regulating non-environmentally acceptable products 

(NEAP) in place since 2001.

In Feb-21, DENR commission approved draft that proposes as first 

products on NEP list plastic softdrink straws and coffee stirrers.

Several legislative proposals related to EPR submitted each year to 

Congress or Senate but don’t pass.

Malaysia
Legal framework in place since 2007

▪ 2012/13 WEEE pilot project in Penang 

Twelfth Malaysia Plan 2021-2025' (RMKe-12) - expected in 

Parliament in early ’21 - to introduce the concept of circular economy 

and include measures for improving product design, optimizing 

production processes, implementing EPR and strengthening waste 

management

Thailand
▪ WEEE Act almost passed in 2019, prevented by last minute industry 

effort after having been watered down 



Trending policy measures to improve & complement  EPR

Preventing (difficult to recycle) waste 

▪ Bans of SUP products; over-packing restrictions for express packaging

▪ Bans of difficult to recycle packaging (colored PET, glued-on labels, mixed materials, non-

detachable components )

▪ Dedicated EPR schemes for difficult to recycle packaging (cosmetics, composites)

▪ Mandatory DRS

Encouraging recyclability / sustainability improvements:

▪ Recyclability Grade Assessment and Recyclability Grade Labelling 

▪ Modulated recycling fees

▪ Sustainability labelling / SDG evaluation / product passport (incl. repairability, max. cost for 

common spare parts, etc.)



Trending policy measures to improve & complement  EPR

Creating demand for recycled materials

▪ Mandatory recycled content 

▪ Tax on packaging without recycled content

Improving separate disposal at source

▪ EPR to cover 100% of (municipalities’) waste management costs

▪ Mandating consistent waste collections fractions nationwide

▪ Standardizing consumer information on separate collection, prohibiting confusing recycling 

labels (Green Dot, etc.).



Thank you!
Do you have any questions?

sgssc.academy@sgs.com

(65) 6379 0235
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